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This edition of the Community Newsletter is continuing a tradition 
which started many years ago. Community has now been published 
for more than thirteen years and this edition marks more than twenty 
that I have edited. At our peak we managed  to just about produce 
three in one year. Most of the time we managed two editions and 
over the past year or two, we have managed to produce just one per 
year. Our declining productivity reflects changing conditions. The 
amount of written contributions submitted has been low for some 
years, and the amount of time that I have been able to contribute to 
editing contributions, arranging each edition and getting it printed has 
also diminished.  
 
 And perhaps most importantly, over the past ten years, the traditional 
publishing industry, especially printed news and journals, have been 
overtaken by the rise of internet media. When we started Community 
there were no blogs, no social networking sites such as Facebook, no 
self-publishing sites such as Lulu, no e-books, and twitter was some-
thing birds indulged in.  
 
 We all have our opinions about the internet, and many of us like to 
hold and read a real printed journal that we receive through our letter-
box. However, online publications have many advantages. They can 
be very responsive to current events, they are much cheaper to pro-
duce and in the face of climate change they reduce our planetary im-
pact. The carbon footprint of an internet journal is much lower than a 
tree based version, even though the internet consumes a lot of elec-
tricity. And an internet journal has far fewer physical constraints and 
can vary its size according to submissions and requirements.  
 
 These advantages are great. But for me, perhaps the most telling 
benefit of internet publication is that it allows for rapid and full com-
ment from, and between, readers. They can read a blog entry and 
immediately submit a response. And if the article is a good one and  
intelligent comments are submitted, a fruitful exchange can take 
place between those commenting, and the author. Compared with 
‘letters to the editor’ in traditional journals, this allows for much more 
extensive reader to reader interaction and a much fuller debate.  

Community and Communion 
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 Inevitably there are problems with internet publications that are not 
encountered with printed publications. Some blog or forum comments 
are unhelpful and have to be filtered out, and there can be a tendency 
for the debate to lurch into the ruts of previous positions and judder 
along these. Where strong opinions exist, debates also tend to become 
steadily more polarised and over-simplified as the exchange of com-
ments continues.  
 
 However, having experienced illuminating exchanges through blog 
articles and comments, I am convinced that this medium can support 
healthy and open debate and that such debate will have a strong influ-
ence on the way Buddhism adapts to Western conditions. 
 
 So this may be the last Community Newsletter in its current format. I 
would like to reserve the possibility of printing the occasional special 
issue in the future. I would also like to encourage past and potential 
contributors to Community to visit The Triple Gem Buddhist Foundation 
at www.triplegem.com where news, articles and debates will be pub-
lished. 
 
 Some of you will recall that that the Triple Gem Think Tank was 
launched two years ago. This now been established as a charity with a 
new name: ‘The Triple Gem Buddhist Foundation’ (TGBF) and with four 
Directors. The Foundation publishes news, and blog pages, and will  
help to fill the gap left by Community.  
  
 Although Community in its current incarnation may be ending,  Alison 
Moore has been circulating an excellent short email Bulletin each 
month providing regular updates on events, so information on ALBA 
and related activities will still be available.  
 
 At times, I have found editing and producing Community tough. Like all 
work, it has its satisfactions and its frustrations. I have enjoyed the al-
most universal encouragement and praise from Community readers, 
and the excellent material submitted over many years from poets, writ-
ers, and practitioners. I have also enjoyed creating a cartoon for each 
issue. Humour is something that attracted me to the Forest Sangha and 
is something that I greatly value.  
 
 We can get much too serious about life and Buddhism, and the liberat-
ing value of humour is often overlooked. Humour can puncture a mood 
or some obsessive thinking. It can also subvert and loosen our attach-
ment to treasured ideas by placing these in absurd contexts so that we 
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can gain some perspective. It can act as a liberating emotional reset that 
brings us back to the reality of our physical bodies and to being in this mo-
ment. And a dose of mundane happiness is good for us, both for our bodies 
and as a positive energy leading to samadhi and liberation. As the chant 
‘reflections on sharing blessings’ says: ‘May they soon attain the threefold 
bliss* and realise the Deathless’.   
 
 The name of this publication—Community—was suggested (by Chris Blain 
if my memory is correct) to reinforce a basic aim of our lay Buddhist asso-
ciation. We wanted to encourage a sense of community by publishing mate-
rial that reflected practising Buddhism as householders. This was not in any 
sense to diminish the role and importance of the monastic form, but recog-
nises that not all sincere Western Buddhists can, or want to, ordain as 
monks or nuns. We also feel that a good monastic community and a good 
lay community are mutually dependent (and supportive) and we wanted to 
explore what a healthy Western lay-Buddhist community looked like.  
 
 Community and ‘communication’ are connected. And they are related to 
another word — ‘communion’. Good communication leads to communion —
a sense of belonging to a group and a respect for what the group stand for. 
This newsletter and the format of ALBA days and retreats are intended to 
allow and encourage skilful communication and develop ‘Buddhist commun-
ion’. Right speech is a factor of the ennobling eightfold path and, like all of 
the factors, is a lifetime practice. It is connected with all the other path fac-
tors, and treading the path is an unfolding reflection. Initially when we first 
come to Buddhist practice we may not be very conscious of how we use 
language, although we can see what trouble unwise words can cause.  
 
 As we practice and develop mindfulness we develop more sensitivity about 
communication. We can consider when we should be honest about our 
opinions to others and what the difference is between ’the truth’ and ’ my 
opinion’. We can notice when we lie or mislead others and why we do this 
and the mind states  related to and arising from deception.  
 
 We often communicate to create a good impression and are fearful of say-
ing something foolish. So we can see how conceit is bound up with speech. 
And we can see how the three fires of greed, aversion and delusion are re-
flected in what we say.  
 
 And what we say and what we hear leaves an imprint on our memories. We 
replay words and sentences in our minds and relive the emotions and feel-
ings that are linked with them. The connections between words and reac-
tions, feelings, emotions and impulses, can be strong. As we practice and 
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start to appreciate this in ourselves we get more careful in our speech and 
communication. We know how sensitive we can be to what others say and 
write, and so we take more care in our own communications.  
 
 We start to notice the lingering unease caused when we have not spoken 
well and use this unease to learn from. And we can see how important sen-
sitive, appropriate and kind communication can be in maintaining 
‘communion’ within a group.  
 
 As we enquire more into communication, we can realise how much we are 
lost in words and thoughts and how we automatically try to use thoughts to 
get outside of thinking. This is where we can see the delusion created by 
the habitual thinking mind. We come into the world with no language, are 
educated and learn to communicate with language. We then get lost in this 
human creation.  
 
 Because, of course, language is a human creation. Through cultivating 
silent meditation practice we will develop perspective on language and the 
thinking mind. We might even have a profound insight where  thought and 
language have suddenly dropped away and we see an ineffable reality. And 
returning from such a realisation we develop a new understanding of lan-
guage; about how uncertain it is and mysterious, and how we can never be 
sure of how others will receive our words.  
 
 This makes us wary and even more concerned to communicate well. What 
we can develop certainty about, is our intention when communicating. Al-
though we cannot know how our words will be heard, we can be sure about 
what we intended. And if we act upon good and true intentions our commu-
nication is likely to be skilful. Even if we struggle for words and are clumsy 
in our vocabulary, those listening will ’feel’ our intention and where we are 
coming from. We will be communicating at a ‘heart’ and ‘Dhamma’ level 
whatever our words say.   
 
 So I exhort all to communicate skilfully with each other, to learn from what 
we say and the results that come from this, and to realise the space behind 
the words. In this way we can build communion and develop all factors of 
the path. 
    

Chris Ward 
 
 *The threefold bliss refers to: ordinary happiness; samādhi and jhāna 
states; and nibbāna 
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Breaking through the ‘I’ Delusion 

 If I ask myself the question, ‘who am I’, I can clutch at the straws of 
many intellectual ideas, but in the end, I don’t know.  I can ask my-
self time after time and whenever I think I know, I realise I’ve been 
fooled again.  Wanting to know is the root of the problem.  Want to 
know – and off you go into that grasping after something you haven’t 
got, in this case, knowledge.  That’s the ‘I’ I experience most of the 
time – the one who grasps. 
 
 Yes, we can think of our bodies as who we are, but it’s always a 
shock to me when I look in the mirror – am I that balding old man 
with the tired looking eyes?  No, I’m much younger than that.  And I 
don’t have those lines on my face – that’s not who I am!  Well, it is – 
in terms of appearance.  But if I was in a car accident and couldn’t 
recognise myself, I’d still be me.  I’d be me, wanting who I am back. 
 
 So it is something inside that tells me, ‘I am’?  My feelings perhaps 
– but not really, they come and go – they are not who I am.  But look 
carefully, and I can see I like the pleasant feelings, and the painful 
ones – that’s ‘my’ pain.  Perception, ideas or ‘mental formations’, 
consciousness – all changing – not who I am.  Yet the sense of ‘I 
am’ hasn’t gone away, even though I can see that the constituent 
parts of my individuality are constantly changing.  When I attach to 
them, I add a sense of self, I own them, they become mine.  The 
one who grasps is arising all the time saying ‘I am’.  (body, feelings, 
perceptions, mental formations and consciousness constitute the 
five groups of identity or upādāna-kkhandha in Pali). 
 
 The Buddha pointed out four kinds of grasping; grasping sense ex-
perience, grasping existence, grasping non-existence and grasping 
views – he called these the āsavas.  These are abandoned when we 
attain enlightenment.  But until then, they sum up our lives.  
 
 We’re never happy unless we’re experiencing sense pleasure – and 
in today’s world, sense pleasure (or at least the desire for it) is at the 
touch of a TV button, or computer, or in the fridge.  And we want to 
exist and become something – become rich, become happy, be-
come wise, become good, become successful, become enlightened.  
And we sometimes want to escape from existence, to run away.  
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And we want to hold views – clever views, wise views, views about 
other people, about places, time, space – and they are always right and 
better than anyone else’s. 
 
 We’re terrified of losing any of these āsavas – because we are so at-
tached to them.  We hold onto them so tightly - my experience, my exis-
tence, my way of thinking, my views.  This goes deep into who we think 
we are.  It is the grasping (upādāna) that we add to the khandhas that 
causes us to identify with them with a sense of self.    
 
 When we try to be mindful, we grasp the ‘I want to experience mindful-
ness’ āsava.  We want to become someone who is mindful.  And in a 
conversation about mindfulness we will want to express a view about 
what it is – even if we don’t know – because bolstering our sense of self 
is more important than learning from what someone else has to say.  It’s 
all ‘I am’ – and because it’s all we’ve ever experienced, we don’t notice.  
We don’t notice how, just by habit, we go about ‘being mindful’ in just 
the same way as we approach everything else in life.   
 
 So it is very difficult for us to see who we really are – because it’s hid-
den in habit patterns we can’t see, because they are so close, because 
they are clung to so tightly.   
 
 Then we hear that the Buddha taught ‘not-self’ (anattā in Pali).  From 
which we can grasp the idea that there is no self – another view, and try 
to convince ourselves logically there is no self.  We can even try to de-
stroy the self.   But getting rid of the self isn’t the answer.  There is no 
escape.  Even if we were to resort to suicide, the grasping mind would 
create a new becoming, a rebirth, according to Buddhist thinking.  Or we 
can grasp the idea that we have to create a special environment to live 
in to reduce the sense of self – somewhere where there is minimal con-
tact with the world.  Which is not to say that a meditation retreat is not 
helpful in order to practise more intensely in a conducive environment.   
 
 A retreat can be like an oasis, and it can show us the extent to which 
we live in a desert – the desert of our moment by moment tedious ex-
perience of me, me, me, I, I, I.  But when we see this, we follow our life-
long habit – we try to grasp a way out.  When you grasp freedom you 
just go back to gaol.  So what is the way out of gaol?  Of course it’s the 
opposite of whatever you try to do by following your habits.  It is letting 
go.  Letting go of all the myriad ways we can imagine to escape from 
‘what is’.  Yes, we have to stop running away, and just stay right here.   
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 What do I mean by ‘here’?  Our experience of body and mind.  Just 
stay with that.  What is running away?  It is anything we think we have to 
do that’s more interesting.  Like trying to gain insight, or trying to reach a 
state of concentration – trying to experience something, become some-
thing and attain something.  That’s the treacle we are stuck in. 
 
 Don’t try to become ‘one who knows’.  Look at that sentence.  Can you 
see the becoming in it?  The knowledge we haven’t got and want to 
have?   We learn from staying in, resting in and bearing with this mo-
ment - with a simple curiosity, and a willingness to open to the way 
things are.   
 
The Buddha gave us three signposts.  Impermanence, unsatisfactori-
ness and not-self.  This is where we need to look – but it’s no good try-
ing to see – just stay with what is and be there; allow the delusion to 
unravel and the truth to reveal itself.  And then you will see, oh yes, 
you’ll see you’ve been fooled yet again – grasping some experience, 
wanting to become this or destroy that, holding onto this or that view – 
it’s all impermanent, unsatisfactory and not-self.  That’s what you’ll see. 
 
 And remember, when you think you understand; watch out for the 
grasping mind – and let it go again.  The end of suffering doesn’t come 
from grasping.  As time goes on, the more content I am to not under-
stand, and to live in the mystery of the world as it reveals itself.  Being 
content to be uncertain – that opens a door.  Trying to understand the 
self can be like looking for a key you can’t find – you look through 
bunches of keys, but you can’t find the one that fits.  You spend your life 
being discontented and unhappy trying to find the answer to the riddle.  
But the door pushes open at the slightest touch.  Trying to become wise, 
one who knows, just sends us off searching for keys to doors that aren’t 
locked.  ‘I will see the truth’ – is just another becoming, a grasping of 
something we want.  The origin of wisdom is relinquishment; it comes 
from bearing with and observing the way it is, not from grasping some 
idea we’ve created that we call the truth. 
 
 Understanding the self, the question, ‘who am I?’, is like unpeeling an 
onion, it just takes time and tears.  Perhaps not a very encouraging 
analogy.  But when we get into the middle - there’s nothing there, there 
is no kernel.  That’s the point.  The Buddha isn’t saying there isn’t an 
onion, only that in the centre there’s nothing substantial. 
 
 If there is nothing substantial, no core, what is there?  There is the con-
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ditioned world, all the way through.  This is core, if you like, of the Bud-
dha’s teaching, that everything we grasp, attach to or reject, is within the 
conditioned world.  It all arises by causes - and that includes our sense 
of self.  Whereas other religious teachers teach an egocentric teaching, 
putting you and your relationship to a higher being at the centre, the 
Buddha puts conditionality at the centre.  For the Buddha, ideas and 
concepts about who we are and why we are here are just that, ideas 
and concepts.  The Buddha has no contention regarding such views; 
they are simply understood as arising through causes, being subject to 
the law of conditionality.    
 
 Conditionality, and freedom from it, is what the Buddha taught.  Be-
cause although the whole onion is within the conditioned world and 
there is no core or essence to be found - there is freedom from the con-
ditioned.  We call it the unconditioned, and to fully realise it is what the 
Buddha called enlightenment.   
 
 This freedom, the unconditioned, isn’t dependent on anything, it isn’t 
created and it doesn’t need to be sustained.  So we can’t make it hap-
pen.  So logically it seems impossible – but it is completely outside what 
we can conceive.  What can we do to realise it?   
 
Fortunately the Buddha provided us with a path to follow, the eightfold 
path.  Which is - to establish ourselves in the right approach to life, 
based on right understanding and right intention; to cultivate a right way 
of living through wholesome speech, action, and livelihood; and to de-
velop the mind through right effort, mindfulness and concentration.  The 
eightfold path enables us to withstand our greed, hate and delusion; 
allowing layer after layer of our attachment to who we think we are, to 
what we want and don’t want, to our views and opinions, and to exis-
tence itself, to fall away. 
 
 This freedom is the end of suffering.  It is all the Buddha has to offer.  Is 
it enough?  Probably not.  Because we can’t stop – we can’t stop chas-
ing the mirage of what we want enlightenment to be.  It’s always some-
where else, it’s never here, always then, never now.   
 

 Martin Evans 
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Thich Nhat Hanh is one of the most prominent Buddhist monas-
tic teachers in the western public eye. He is both respectfully 
and affectionately called Thay in Plum village and in the Order of 
Inter-being of which he is the founder. Thay means master or 
teacher and is close to the meaning of ‘Ajahn’  in Thai. In Plum 
village however there is only one Thay. 
 
 Thich means from the Shakyamuni  Buddha clan. In Vietnam 
and in certain parts of China Buddhist monks and nuns adopt  a 
lineage name which precedes their other names. This implies 
that their first family is the Buddhist community. Nhat and Hanh 
are his dharma titles and taken together approximately translate 
as ‘one- action’. 
 
Thay was born in central Vietnam in 1926.At the age of 16 he 
entered monastic life and was trained by Vietnamese  medita-
tion masters in the unique tradition of Vietnamese Zen. In 1949 
he was fully  ordained as a monk and in 1966 he received the 
‘lamp transmission’ from his teacher making him a 
‘Dharmacharaya’ or Dharma teacher and head of this lineage. 
 
 It was on a bitterly  cold day in late November 2008 that I found 
my way to Plum village for a retreat  week. Plum village is actu-
ally comprised of four hamlets in a small area of south western 
Dordogne. The original hamlet was founded on the site of a Nazi 
atrocity. It was learning this that brought home to me the incredi-
ble far sighted courage of Thay. For in many parts of Europe the 
horrors of World war two are covered over and in many places 
the wounds have never been dealt with. But it is  here in this lit-
tle corner of France where the Nazi’s murdered most of the in-
habitants of a French hamlet that Thay chose to  found a Bud-
dhist community. It was in his words to’ heal the earth’. The 
years of mindfulness practice, the meditation and  mindful walk-
ing on the site  of horror have all been with noble purpose.  

REFLECTIONS ON LISTENING TO THICH NHAT 
HANH IN PLUM VILLAGE 
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 Namely to bring  healing energy to the very ground which wit-
nessed this human folly and to the hearts and minds of the wider 
community. This is classic ‘middle way’ action. It is on the one 
hand neither denying or avoiding  that great suffering happened 
nor on the other becoming victim to the despair that such events 
can cause. Indeed the notion of healing with mindfulness both on 
the personal level as well as in the wider community is one of the 
most important teachings that Thay has given me. 
 
 The practice at Plum village is curiously similar to  Theravadan 
practice and yet it has this wonderfully Zen like quality which per-
vades each session and the whole day. The  day begins 
early(5am), with the sound of the ‘grande cloche’ a massive bell 
which hangs under a small shelter. Then in way very similar to 
retreats at Amaravati we made our way in silence to the medita-
tion hall for the first session of the day. The Zen style is here ap-
parent in that the Sangha and the lay community meditate seated 
in long rows facing outwards to the windows and outer walls of 
the hall. 
 
Throughout the day the bell is rung at  intervals and the entire 
community stops whatever they are doing, even in mealtimes 
,and pauses until the sound of the bell has faded away. These 
moments of mindfulness are a crucial part of Thay’s message. 
For it is this stopping and ‘knowing what you are doing ‘that for 
Thay is ‘ the way to liberation.’ 
  
 My very basic French was tested to the extreme as I listened to a 
French translation from Vietnamese during Thay’s Sunday morn-
ing Dharma discourse. (He does speak English but tends to give 
Dharma talks in Vietnamese). 
 
 The similarity with the teaching from the Forest Sangha would 
probably be apparent to any visitor with experience from Amara-
vati. Indeed Thay’s lineage can be traced back to the ‘Bamboo 
forest tradition ‘ founded in the thirteenth century in central Viet-
nam. 
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One of the most significant contributions Thay has made to 
Buddhist practice is the notion of ‘engaged Buddhism’. During 
the Vietnam war he founded a grassroots organization which 
rebuilt bombed villages, set up schools, medical centres and 
resettled homeless families. 
 
 His experience of working to alleviate suffering during the 
Vietnam war together with his international travels to seek an 
end to the fighting lead Martin Luther King to nominate him for 
the Nobel peace prize which was awarded in 1967. ‘ Engaged 
Buddhism’ was a term coined by Thay in his book Vietnam; 
Lotus in a sea of fire. (1 ) 
 
 Listening To Thay speak is both nourishing and inspiring. One 
of the fundamental ingredients of Vipassana is the investiga-
tion of the three signs of being or the three marks of existence. 
In some traditions these  are known as the three Dharma 
seals. 
 
Traditionally these are  taught as Anicca, Dukkha & Anatta 
(Impermanence, unsatisfactoriness or suffering, and not–self.)   
 
 Listening to Thay speak and then later verifying his teaching 
in his books it became evident to me that he is presenting a 
distinctive view of Dukkha. For Thay teaches that the three 
Dharma seals are Anicca Anatta and Nirvana. Thay argues 
that the emphasis on Dukkha in some traditions is misplaced 
and neglects the fourth noble truth which shows us the way 
through Dukkha. 
 
 Thay states ‘It is true the Buddha taught the truth of suffering, 
but he also taught the truth of ‘dwelling happily in things as 
they are’  (2) 
 
 Yes certainly for Thay, who lived through the incredible blood-
shed and suffering of the Vietnam war and then had to live in 
exile, suffering is a central part of human existence. But what 
he is saying is that Buddha in pointing to Dukkha as the first 
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noble truth went on to show us the way through or beyond Duk-
kha. 
 
 ‘Nirvana ,the third Dharma seal, is the ground of being, the sub-
stance of all that is.’(3) This to my mind is a radical and beautiful 
teaching. 
  
 Now my guess is that few in other traditions would have a prob-
lem with this. For what is being said here is that through the 
mindful investigation of impermanence and no self   together 
with the mindful acceptance of Dukkha we are led to a place 
beyond Dukkha.and that is Nirvana. And so for Thay it follows 
that Nirvana is the flip side of Dukkha and his choice of empha-
sis is on where  the Buddha showed us it is possible to go. 
 
 ‘Nirvana does not exist separate of impermanence and non-
self. If you know how to use the tools of impermanence and 
non-self to touch reality, you touch Nirvana in the here and 
now.’  (4) 
 
 There is a sense in which Thay’s teachings can be summed up 
in the title of his most well known book and indeed he con-
cluded his talk by reminding us that’ mindfulness is a miracle.’ 
(5.) 
 
  

 Richard.Bober 
 
1) Vietnam :Lotus in a sea of Fire.Thich Nhat Hanh. 
2)  pg 23. The heart of Buddha’s teaching.1998 parallax 
press.Thich Nhat Hanh. 
3)  ibid pg 136 
4) ibid pg 136. 
5)The miracle of mindfulness.1975 Rider.Thich Nhat Hanh 
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The William Temple Foundation (www.wtf.org.uk ) recently circulated 
a questionnaire to a range of faiths including Buddhists. On attempt-
ing to complete the questionnaire, many found that the questions 
made some assumptions which rendered it difficult or impossible to 
answer from a Buddhist perspective. The difficult questions generally 
assumed that ‘god’ exists, and that ‘he’ is central to our religious 
practices of prayer and worship. A debate subsequently developed 
on the Network Of Buddhist Organisations (NBO) information group 
from which this article has been derived. 
 
 The assumptions made in the WTF survey are widely encountered; 
we meet them all the time in the media, in books and on posters. We 
have become so used to being browbeaten or bemused by the ‘god’ 
word and the assumptions made about it that most Buddhists have 
long ago learnt just to ignore this and keep on meditating.  
 
 However, since the word ‘god’ is so widely used, it is worth investi-
gating. It may be that it has a meaning that links with something in 
Buddhist teachings, or it may be that at the very least we can explain 
to those who believe in ‘god’ just where Buddhists stand on this 
question.  
 
 One of the queer things one finds when looking at the way ‘god’ is 
used is that the meaning is always assumed. It is assumed that if 
someone asks ‘do you believe in god’ that both of you know what is 
meant by ‘god’ and that you have a common understanding. Of 
course, unless the meaning you both hold is the same, the question 
cannot be answered easily or without misunderstanding. 
 
 The assumption that we all know what ‘god’ means can be a con-
venient one for those who want to use ‘god-talk’ since it avoids them 
having to explain themselves. It also avoids having to deal with the 
awkward fact that the word ‘god’ has widely divergent meanings 
even amongst ardent theists.  
 
 Amongst theists we find non-realist positions (that ‘god’ refers to no-
’thing’), we find realist positions (that ‘god’ is a thing or object), we 
find mystical positions (that ‘god’ is an experience or state), we find 
‘super-being’ anthropomorphic definitions, we find ‘god’ as meaning 

The God Survey:  
a noun, a verb, or what? 
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goodness and right living, we find God as Jesus, we find complex mix-
tures of positions. But what we do not find is a clear, unambiguous and 
agreed meaning amongst theists even within a single faith.  
 
 One also gets the distinct impression that for some, ‘god’ is used as a 
trademark, slogan, threat, or tribal rallying call rather than as inviting 
communication.  
 
 The word ‘god’ is not unique in its ambiguity; plenty of other words 
dealing with abstract or imaginative ideals such as ‘justice’, ‘love’, 
‘sympathy’, ‘self’, ’world’ and many others, are difficult to define and 
agree. In fact this is a problem with language itself – it is fluid and by its 
very nature, as a humanly created set of symbols, often gives only an 
approximate and conventional indication of what is being referred to.  
 
 Although other widely used words are also ambiguous, the sheer diver-
gence of meanings associated with ‘god’ is a particularly severe com-
munication problem that leads to many other difficulties.  
 
 It means, for example, that the word ‘atheist’ is also ambiguous. Just 
what definition of ‘god’ am I atheistic towards? As Richard Dawkins has 
pointed out, we are all atheists in some sense, even if this is towards 
Isis, Thor, Zeus and so on.  
 
 Agnostic generally means to occupy a position where one neither af-
firms not denies the existence of ‘god’. However, as with atheism this 
begs the question as to what definition of ‘god’ one is being agnostic 
towards. 
 
 ‘Worship’ would also seem to be dependent upon just what definition of 
‘god’ we hold to. It would seem odd to ‘worship’ a non-realist or mystical 
meaning of ‘god’. It would appear most appropriate to worship anthro-
pomorphic deities – the ‘Father’ and so on, (and perhaps also to the 
ritual honouring of the memory of revered teachers or deeply respected 
aspects of a faith or teaching). 
 
 So what is the Buddhist position on God? There are various, including 
agnosticism. A common position is often referred to as ‘non-theistic’. 
This means that the whole question of God, gods and theism in general 
is regarded as a distraction from skilful spiritual practice. This is not an 
agnostic position since there is no value placed on adopting any opin-
ion with regard to ’god’ (or many other metaphysical questions). 
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 There is another aspect to Buddhist non-theism. Nibbāna (or nirvana) 
is the transcendent aspect of Buddhist teaching. This is also referred 
to as the ‘unconditioned’ or ‘emptiness’ and by other epithets. In Chris-
tian theology, mainly using negative descriptions of the transcendent 
is called the apophatic approach to God.   
 
 Apophatic theology (or negative theology) is an attempt to refer to 
God indirectly through knowledge of what God is not rather than by 
describing what God is. The apophatic tradition is often linked with 
mysticism, which cultivates experience of the reality beyond our ordi-
nary conditioned perception. In apophatic theology, all attempts to de-
scribe ’God’ are mistaken and misleading because this renders ‘God’ 
as a conditioned ‘thing’ or object. The word ‘God’ is actually a marker 
or pointer beyond language itself, because language is a barrier if we 
mistake it for what it refers to.  
  
 Although Buddhist non-theism does not regard anthropomorphic gods 
as central to the path to enlightenment, early Buddhist cosmology 
does describe multiple realms, the higher ones of which are regarded 
as occupied by gods of various types. However, these are regarded 
simply as fortunate forms of life for the occupants, who eventually 
must die as humans do. These realms are also seen as psychological 
‘places’ that one can tune into through meditation. The higher realms 
being experienced as happy, blissful, or pleasant states of mind.  
 
Since this debate started from a survey, I have produced a short Bud-
dhist influenced one which hopefully the William Temple Foundation 
and other prolific users of the word ‘god’ can consider before issuing 
any new surveys.  
 
 Q1. When you hear people speaking of or about God what do you 
think they mean by this? More than one choice can be made. 
 

1. A ‘thing’ or ‘object’, (a noun);  
2. An ‘activity, doing or being’, (a verb). 
3. An invisible anthropomorphic being existing somewhere in 

the universe who created everything, who can act in the 
world through miracles, who can heal people, and who 
finally judges us after death. 

4. A special being subject to birth and death and occupying a 
higher realm who has various supernatural powers and 
can sometimes interact with humans in various ways 

5. An idea standing for all that is good. 
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6. A mystical inner state or realisation of mind or being 
beyond words. 

7. A sense of communion with a higher being that we 
can relate to in our mind through prayer or medita-
tion and who personally guides us 

8. A trinity of beings - the father, son and holy spirit - 
which nevertheless are unified in some way 

9. A mysterious higher force or reality 
10. A complex and inspiring work of our imaginations  
11. An intuition of there being something special beyond 

normal perception 
12. A combination of the above. (If so give the numbers.) 

13. The word has lost its meaning 
14. Something else not covered by any of the previous 

meanings  
 

Q2. If you believe in god which of the above definitions (or 
combination) best fits your belief?  
 
Q3. If belief in a god or gods is theistic and a belief that god or 
gods do not exist is atheism, what do you think is meant by 
non-theism? 

 
1. It is the same as atheism, just an alternative name 

 2. It is a term which refers to a transcendental reality in 
a non-personal and non-’objectified’ way 

 3. It refers to a spiritual path or goal for which the idea of 
God is irrelevant 

 4. Don't know 
  

Q4. Do you agree that ‘worship’ forms part of your religious 
practice? If so, what do you worship? 

 
1. My particular understanding of ‘god’ (See above) 
2. A revered teacher of my faith (eg the Buddha) 
3. The early scriptures of my faith 
4. Particular teachings (for example, the three refuges in 

     Buddhism) 
5. Worship is not a relevant concept for my faith and 

     practice 
 

Chris Ward 
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‘What is Dhamma?’   
 
‘The Dhamma is the name the Buddha gave to his teachings.  Dhamma also 
means nature, the nature of things, of all things, of ourselves and of the whole 
world.  There is nothing which in not included in Dhamma.  And the Buddha 
was the great physician of the world.  He explained suffering, the origin of suf-
fering, the ending of suffering and the path to the end of suffering. 
 
‘What is the difference between mindfulness and concentration?’   
   
‘In loving kindness - if you concentrate on the loving feeling, that is concentra-
tion.  If you focus more and more you become very light, radiant, blissful, and 
that lasts for a while but is impermanent.  If you notice and investigate the emo-
tions or feelings that come up - this is mindfulness.  You notice a painful feeling 
- this is mindfulness.  Then if you understand it for what it is, that is insight.  
That isn't impermanent - from now on you understand.   Like when you light a 
candle you know if you don't put out the match it will burn you - you understand 
fire.  You burn yourself once, and you don't need to burn yourself again to know 
about fire.  
  
I think that often people meditate to escape from the moment; they try to con-
centrate on something other than what is screaming at them, so as not to be in 
the moment.  It's much more valuable to be with what we're experiencing mo-
ment by moment.  That's the difference between mindfulness and concentra-
tion. 
  
This is what I used to do when my foot hurt.  I’d concentrate as hard as I could 
somewhere else.  But I only learnt about pain when I started looking at it, ob-
serving it, investigating it instead of running away from it.  Then you realise that 
the fear of pain is much bigger than the pain itself.  Pain is pain, but you don't 
need to add fear to it. 
  
I don't mean concentration is of no value.  We should develop it.  But mindful-
ness is of greater value.  But to really understand the difference between mind-
fulness and concentration takes practice, perhaps years of meditation practice 
– before you see clearly. 
  
‘Is there a God in Buddhism?’ 
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 ‘Not a creator God – no.  The Buddha said we can’t know the origin of the world, nor 
whether it is eternal or not.  There are lots of celestial realms in Buddhist cosmology, 
but there is no God who created it all – or who sits in judgement over us.  I found this 
an enormous relief when I discovered Buddhism because I was brought up to believe 
in God, which I could never do, and I felt a sense of failure – and I was encouraged 
to think it.  What if my sister was right and I was going to hell unless I was willing to 
be saved?  Now I see the idea of a creator God as just an idea.  I don’t need to de-
fend a position or hold a belief about whether there is or isn’t a God - it is unimpor-
tant.  And who is sitting in judgement?  We receive the results of our actions – there 
is no divine judgement determining what happens to us, in this life or in the next.  We 
create our own destiny.  This is what we call Kamma, which means action.  It is good 
or bad actions which determine whether our destiny is pleasant or painful, not some-
one sitting in judgement over us.’    
 
 ‘Did the Buddha believe in reincarnation?   
 
 ‘No.  The idea of reincarnation is that an unchanging self entity passes from this life 
to the next, and the Buddha did not teach reincarnation. 
 
 That’s the simple answer.  However the Buddha did teach that there is a continuity 
of conditionality that passes from one life to the next, which means we do have future 
births to look forward to.  But he also said there is no unchanging self which passes 
from one life to the next.  Indeed, he taught that no unchanging self passes even 
from one moment to the next – and this is at the core of his teaching. 
 
 The goal of Buddhism isn’t to have a happy rebirth, but to bring an end to rebirth.  
So whilst it is correct to say that the Buddha taught that there is rebirth, our goal 
should be to free ourselves from rebirth.  And when we bring the cycle of rebirth to 
an end, we bring an end to death – that’s why the Buddha’s path is called the path to 
the Deathless.’ 
 
 ’ Can you always rely on intuition? 
 
 Not always.  It’s good to value our intuitive ability and not just live by intellectual or 
analytical thinking.  But it is dangerous to trust anything we think without testing it 
out.  So, if you have a thought, like it ‘feels right’ to give up your job, then I advise 
you to test it out before you act on it.  Talk to a couple of good friends first – not so 
much for their advice, but to see how it feels.  If you notice doubt or agitation arise, if 
you notice that the explanation you give for what you are going to do sounds overly 
complicated, that you are trying too hard to justify it, then don’t do it.  It is obviously 
not clear in your mind and may be the wrong course of action.  Give it more time.  Be 
certain it is the right thing to do – don’t just rely on your intuition.   
 
 Why not send in your questions? 
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  Before leaving the world as a householder and opting for a 
monastic lifestyle, I contemplated what I was really doing, 
what I could really offer. At that time I read an article by Tho-
mas Merton which resonated with me very strongly.[1] In-
cluded in it was the idea that a monastic life can be seen as 
a deep sign of love for one's fellow humans, by not believing 
in the myths and fictions which social life generally binds us 
to. Buddhist mendicant renunciants (a person that begs and 
moderates their behaviour), and probably all types of monas-
ticism can be seen as a special type of art form that reflects 
or mirrors whatever we may think about ourselves and soci-
ety.  
  
Sometimes when we go out of the monastery, usually on 
alms round, on all sides people come up to us and say that 
we should get a life, get married, get a job, get real... Other 
people come and question us about why we are doing this; 
other people put their hands together with respect and grati-
tude.   
 
So what social good do Buddhist monastics offer?  
For me a list could include generosity, moderation, virtuous 
living, ethical skills, tools to understand who we truly are and 
the way things are.  
 
When we misunderstand the way things are, then we have to 
discuss in terms of doing good or doing bad - social action or 
no social action: a dualistic way of thinking. From a Buddhist 
point of view, this ignores our interdependence:  that we 

A Buddhist perspective on  
Social Action 
By Samanera Amaranatho 
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have an effect regardless of whether we are ‘doing' or ‘not-
doing' something; our presence makes a difference - full stop.  
 
Making change happen  
When we start to realise the Buddha's teaching and live it in our 
daily lives, we can respond to situations more spontaneously 
rather than according to rules and regulations. We can meet 
people where they're at, we can reflect and question. These 
sorts of qualities, which take time to develop, are exactly what 
make space for social change. When people come together with 
these types of qualities, change can happen quickly, without 
much effort, and for the welfare and consideration of many.  I 
live in a community where the basis of this approach is encour-
aged, giving me relevant experience of this.  I've found, of 
course, that this is a nice ideal, and on a practical basis most 
people are still working towards it.  
 
So, on a practical level, we do what we can, when we can, with 
what we have, and this takes a lot of patience, endurance and 
hard-nosed compassion. Here is a practical example of this. The 
community that I live in refused my request to go and support 
the homeless at Christmas, saying that Theravadin Buddhist 
monks are not social workers. This is all very reasonable; we 
are a small community and have just about enough people to 
support our own community and the lay people that come to the 
monastery, and our primary focus is the practice of meditation in 
this community. This is not a Buddhist or Theravadin view, it's a 
practical one. Of course I was upset; I found it rather selfish, a 
few days are okay to see my family, but not to support some 
homeless people; so be it.  
 
In most Buddhist countries before there were schools, children 
were taught in monasteries; before there were health workers, 
villagers would visit the local monastic who knew herbal reme-
dies because the monastics themselves lived within nature. 
There are many socially engaged Buddhist monastics and lay 
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people who do good work.  Much could also be learned from our 
Christian brothers and sisters.  
 
I would like to see more done, and in the western world we can 
take this very personally. So we want to control everything. In the 
Buddhist Asian mindset, things can get planned, but the outcome 
is not taken personally. Asian Buddhists have a deep cultural un-
derstanding of Kamma (action), the understanding that many 
conditions are at work and outcomes cannot be guaranteed. Of 
course, Kamma followed blindly becomes fatalism, but in per-
spective and used wisely it allows one to flow with life.  
 
An example of this is the tsunami that struck south-east Asia a 
few years ago. Sri Lankan Buddhists donated huge amounts of 
clothing, money, etc to the Sri Lankan Vihara in London, the local 
exporter arranged containers, and it all happened very spontane-
ously. In our community we dedicated the chanting, made a 
shrine to the victims, and kept them in our hearts. Now to the 
western mind, well at least my mind, one is better than another.  
 
Which is more powerful? Am I helping? Can chanting really help? 
It seems that time and again our chanting has helped. Don't ask 
me for the scientific study of this, it just seems to work.[2]  
 
Developing awareness  
 
So what helps here is developing an attitude that embraces life, 
spirit-in-form and form-in-spirit.[3] When you see the deep con-
nection between everything you respond in an appropriate and 
timely way. Other times it may be better to do nothing, and to 
keep one's mouth shut. Ultimately it is the development of aware-
ness bound by the Buddhist precepts that leads to discernment - 
this knowing.  
 
This is better than doing social actions where it is merely an act-
ing-out of infantile and arrested personal development, for egois-
tic motives. This is without due care for what is actually being 
done or the people being ‘helped'. In psychological terms this is 
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shadow work.[4] Social action goes hand-in-hand with personal 
and spiritual growth. If you do not have this, then you have a do-
gooder that is not doing any good. So being clear with your inten-
tion is very important, even if at times slightly deluded.  
 
So the question is: what do you intend to do or not do with your 
life energy that supports yourself and can support others?  
 
Notes and References 
[1] Thomas Merton Disputed Question: ‘Notes for a philosophy of 
Solitude'.  
[2] Robert Sheldrake's (http://www.sheldrake.org) experiments 
seem to explain some of what is going on here.  
[3]http;//www.shambhala.com/html/learn/features/buddhism/basi
cs/sutra/cfm  
http://www.buddhanet.net/e-learning/heartv05.htm 
 
[4] http://www.kenwilber.com/editor/nshadow.pdf  
  http://kenwilber.com/blog/show/51 

In My Yellow Room 
  
One cold crisp afternoon 
Beams of pure sunlight 
Poured into my yellow room 
Trapped  diamond-like 
Inside the creamy shadows of my 
quartz 
Enticing me to sit awhile and 
pause. 
 
In the stillness 
The doing had no power. 
  
Anna Badar 
Dec  2009 Halesworth 
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I confess. Actually the book I am reviewing is called: 
 
‘Peoples of the Buddhist World by Paul Hattaway’ and published in 
2004 by Piquant.  
 
It is just that my title captures the flavour of this misguided work 
which expresses something of the calculated attitude of a hunter out 
to destroy his prey. The book’s discordance first becomes apparent 
when its subtitle of ‘A Christian Prayer Guide’ is noticed. For this 
long (429pp) and well-produced book is written by and for Evangeli-
cal Christian missionaries and their supporters and is based upon the 
idea that Buddhists are people who ‘sit in darkness’ and ‘whose 
minds a sinister enemy has blinded from entrance to the good life of 
God’ (p.ix).  
 
Although based on these crass propositions, the book provides a fas-
cinating alphabetical survey of Buddhist ethno-geographic groups, 
from the Aiton of north-east India to the Zhaba of western China (or 
eastern Tibet). Some of the groups only consist of several families or 
a few hundred people and the descriptions of them are helpful and 
often affectionate. There are many excellent photos of individuals or 
community scenes and some history of each group.  
 
Unfortunately, the underlying wish to convert these groups keeps 
surfacing. Statistics are included for each group showing the ‘status 
of evangelisation’ and whether or not they have been exposed to the 
‘Jesus film’. And the descriptions of each group provide advice on 
how their Buddhist faith might be subverted and what difficulties 
might have to be overcome to achieve conversion to Christianity.  
 
What is encouraging is that in spite of such well-organised and 
funded campaigns and the fact that a high proportion of these peo-
ples have been exposed to pro-Christian propaganda, in most cases 
hardly any of them has converted to Christianity.  

Book Review 
Rare & Beautiful Creatures of the World 
    — A Hunter’s Guide  
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One exception is South Korea, which has experienced major social 
disruption over the past seventy years or so, and been exposed to a 
long period of US hegemony. 
 
At regular intervals throughout the book there are articles by other 
authors, for example one entitled ‘Insights for Missions to Theravada 
Buddhists’ which starts by stating that ‘reaching Theravada Buddhists 
is a tough task’ and then provides a long and interesting survey of the 
history of past Christian missions and their successes and failures. 
This particular article concludes with twelve key ways for subverting 
Theravada beliefs and practices.  
 
Although  it is hard at times not to feel a sense of dismay when read-
ing through this work, amidst the propaganda there are some sugges-
tions of a real regard for the way of life of many of those studied. This 
would not be the first or last time that missionaries have ’gone native’. 
 
Those who seriously and impartially investigate Theravada (or other) 
forms of Buddhism realise that, although not perfect, they offer a pro-
found, rich and psychologically grounded framework of teaching and 
practice that avoids  many of the pitfalls and problems of Christianity. 
Having myself been brought up as a Catholic and turned to Buddhism 
in my late teens, I have some experience of Christianity. I understand 
why I had so much difficulty with it, and why the universal truths of 
Buddhism, its psychological and spiritual insight and its clear path 
were and are so appealing to me.  
 
Unfortunately Christianity has a track-record of assertive conversion 
leading to long-term division and strife. So perhaps those thinking of 
getting involved in Christian missionary activities might reflect care-
fully on their intention to deliberately destroy Buddhist cultures. And 
perhaps some wise and moderate Christians could discourage this type 
of  harmful intention. 
 
What an arid and unworthy ambition it is to set out to destroy cultural 
diversity and replace it with a Christian monoculture.  This is a mis-
guided and anachronistic work. Do not buy it. 

Chris Ward 
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Tick the B x   
The 2011 Census 

The next census, in March 2011, will continue to include a voluntary question about 
religious affiliation. This was controversial in the last census in 2001 because many 
felt that it was an invasion of privacy and that the information might be abused. 
Several hundred thousand Jedi Knights demonstrated their opposition by coming 
out as a new religion.  

 
Those who were worried about 
how the religious affiliation 
figures might be used were 
right to be concerned. The 
figures have subsequently 
been used to determine rela-
tive levels of representation, 
access, and funding  made 
available through government, 
charities and public organisa-
tions to faith groups.  
 
Levels of funding through 
grants and numbers of seats 
on committees have been 
adjusted up or down according 
to the relative proportion of 
the ‘vote’ a faith received on 
the census. The relative reli-
gious affiliation figures directly 
affect the level of support and 

influence that each faith is granted. Based upon the last census figures the lion’s 
share of grants has been consumed by the large and established religions.  
 
 Although the census figures are used as though they accurately represent religious 
affiliation in the UK, they are misleading. Firstly, the census question is a leading 
one and asks ‘What is your religion’ rather than asking ‘Do you belong to a religion, if 
so which?’. The choices available only list the six official major faiths – Buddhist, 
Christian, Hindu, Muslim, Jewish and Sikh faiths, (and ‘none’ and ‘other’) - and they 
treat cultural, lukewarm and serious religious practitioners as the same.  
 
The question favours cultural affiliation to religion (the feeling that one has the same 
religion as one’s parents or ethnic group even if one does not practice) rather than 
other kinds of affiliation. This has been described as the ‘Church of England reflex’ 
when filling out official forms. 
 
Secondly, evidence suggests that many who are sympathetic to Buddhism, and who 

The 2001 Religious Affiliation Figures 
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‘Gosh, this Marks and Spencers' ‘shopping basket for life’  
makes a really good boat!’ 

The unintended consequences of eradicating the plastic carrier bag 

may practice mindfulness and meditation, or who are inspired by or respect its 
teachings, did not indicate that they were Buddhists on the 2001 census.  
  
 I think that many of us would like to see Buddhism better represented in the UK. It 
brings a moderating and ’common-sense’ influence to religious issues which is 
sorely needed.  Based upon the levels of interest shown in Buddhist practices, 
events, information and books, we think it is reasonable to anticipate that up to half 
a million citizens could declare themselves as Buddhists in the next census.  
 
 If this were the case, we could expect a greater Buddhist influence on the large 
numbers of consultative committees involving faith groups that have grown up over 
the last fifteen years. We would also expect that a greater share of any grants would 
be made available for Buddhist inspired charities and good works. And perhaps 
more importantly, a much larger affiliation figure for Buddhists would demonstrate 
public support for religious behaviour that UK citizens admire and want to encour-
age – behaviour based on compassion, generosity, tolerance, non-violence, humil-
ity, rational discourse, and proven meditation and spiritual teachings.  
 
 So, if you have been inspired by, or benefited from, Buddhism through meditation, 
mindfulness practice, or attendance at a Buddhist group or retreat, please indicate 
your support by ticking the Buddhist box on the 2011 census. And we want to en-
courage all Buddhists to ask their friends, in Buddhist temples, monasteries and 
Mindfulness Centres, in Yoga and other sympathetic groups, and in internet forums, 
to do the same. 
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Amaravati Lay Events - 2010 
These events provide an opportunity to practice together and 
explore themes relevant to practice and lay life. They are suit-
able for both newcomers and more experienced practitioners. 
Days of practice and retreats usually include silent and guided 
meditation, Dhamma talks, and discussion. Retreats may also 
include chi kung, yoga, and other activities.  Events are usually 
introduced or led by experienced lay-teachers and sometimes by 
members of the Amaravati Monastic Sangha.  
 
All are welcome to attend.  
 
Days of Practice (DoP) – no need to book, open to all             
9.45am for 10am-5pm  
 
(please bring an offering of food to share and requiring no 
preparation or cooking) 
 
Retreats – advance booking essential  via our website*       
5.30pm Fri. – 4.00pm on last day 
 
Saturday 16th January  
Day of Practice   Led by Martin Evans 

Saturday 13th February     
Day of Practice   Led by Chris Ward 

Saturday 6th March 
Winter Day of Practice   Led by Alison Moore  

Saturday 3rd April 
Day of Practice  Led by Chris Ward 

 Friday 21st - Sunday 23rd May  
Weekend retreat  Led by Nick Carroll 
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The Triple Gem Buddhist Foundation is a new  
charity based in the UK, which provides Bud-
dhist teaching, education, news and  comment 
on social issues and contemporary events. Tri-
ple Gem is an independent, collaborative not-
for-profit venture.  

Visit us at http://www.triplegem.com and join in the  
activity or leave a comment. 

 Saturday 5th June 
Day of Practice   Led by Alison Moore 

 Friday16th – Tuesday 20th July  
Five-day retreat   Led by Martin Evans 

 Saturday 14th August   
Day of Practice Led by Alison Moore 

 Saturday 18th September  
Day of Practice  Led by Martin Evans 

Friday 1st - Sunday 3rd October 
Weekend retreat  Led by Chris Ward 

Saturday 13th November  
Day of Practice   Led by Nick Carroll 

Saturday 18th December  
Day of Practice  Led by Nick Carroll 

*Retreat booking forms and late changes to the programme 
can be found on our web site: 

www.buddhacommunity.org 
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Ashford, Kent  Bernie Oxland 01233 643848 
 email Bernardoxland@yahoo.co.uk 
Bath Bill & Carol Huxley (01225) 314 500 
Bedford David Stubbs (01234) 720 892 
Berkshire Anthea West (0118) 979 8101 
Brighton Sam Halter 07888 821 525  
Cambridge Dan Jones (01223) 246 257 
Canterbury Charles Watters (01227) 463 342 
Carlisle Jean Nelson (01228) 543491 
Harlow Pamutto (01279) 724330  

 Hemel Hempstead  Bodhinyana Group 
 Chris Ward (01442) 890034 
Kendal Fellside Centre, Low Fellside  
 Sumedha (01539) 729 793 
Leeds Area Daniela Loeb (0113) 279 1375 
 Anne Grimshaw  (01274) 691447  
Liverpool Ursula Haekel (0151) 4276668 
London Buddhist Society  
58 Eccleston Square London SW1(Victoria) (020) 7834 5858 
London Hampstead    

1 Hillside (Room 6) London NW5  
Entrance in Highgate Road 
 Caroline Randall (020) 8348 0537 

Ann Booth  (020) 7485 0505 
London-West Nick Carroll (020) 8740 9748 
Leigh-on-sea Rob Howell (01702) 482 134 
Maidstone {Kent}  Ãlokabodhi Group 
                                          Bee Price                (01622) 726414 
Midhurst Viv Bell  (01730) 812362 
Newcastle-on-Tyne Ian Plagaro-Neill (0191) 469 2778 

 

Teaching & Practice Groups 
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Newent-Gloucs John Teire (01531) 821 902 
  Email: john.teire@virgin.net 
Norwich Robert Coggan       (01953) 451741 
Penzance Lee (01736) 762 135 
Portsmouth Medhavi (02392)732 280 
Redruth Vanessa (01209) 214 031 
Sheffield Greg Bradshaw (0114)262 1559 

Email: greg.bradshaw@NOJUNKbtclick.com  
South Dorset Barbara Cohen (01305) 786 821 
Southampton              Robert Elliott,         023 8061 2838  
Steyning-Sussex Jayanti (01903) 812 130 
Stroud John Groves ( 07967) 777 742 
Surrey-Woking Rocana (01483) 761 398 
Taunton Annie Fisher  (01728) 457 245 
Totnes Jerry (01803) 840 199 
Teeside  David Williams  (01642) 603 481  
  John Doyle (01642)587 274  

The Bodhinyana  Meditation 
Group at Amaravati  

 
We meet in the Bodhinyana Hall at Amaravati Buddhist  
Monastery – from 7.30 till 9.30pm on most Wednesday 
evenings. Meetings are open to all and include chanting, 

meditation and discussion around a theme. We do not 
have meetings during the summer and other holiday peri-

ods. And we join the monastic Sangha on observance 
days. Please check the website for more details: 

www.buddhacommunity.org 
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Editorial & 
Production Team :                    

 
Chris Ward, Nick 
Carroll, Martin Evans, 
Alison and Peter 
Moore, plus much help 
in copying, enveloping, 
and posting.  
 
T h e  C o m m u n i t y 
Newsletter is put 
together and published 
as an offering to others. 
A l l  v i e w s  a n d 
c o m m e n t s  a r e 
personal.  

We still welcome contributions!  
 

It helps if you can send your contributions—
news, opinions, reflections, poems — as a 
basic text file or in MS Word file format, at-
tached to an email and sent to:      
info (at) buddhacommunity.org 
or visit  www.triplegem.com  and comment 

The Rahula Trust raises funds to sponsor the education of some of the 
world's poorest children. Donors to the Trust come from many religious 
and social backgrounds and children are selected for sponsorship re-
gardless of their faith, race, sex or nationality, the only requirement be-
ing that they be poor and academically gifted.  

Rahula Trust already sponsors 450 children in Sri Lanka as well as chil-
dren in Nepal.  We can guarantee that all the money you give will go 
directly to children.  Our administration costs are minimal and all the 
work of the charity is done by volunteers.  We desperately need more 
sponsors for children in Sri Lanka - we have so many chil-
dren waiting for support.  We ask for £12/month to sponsor a child, or 
£18/month for a university student. We also stock libraries and provide 
computers for schools and orphanages in developing countries and 
welcome general donations.  Please support our work.  To find out 
more please visit:   http://www.rahula-trust.org  or contact Martin Evans 
on 01442 409844. 


